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Anthropogenic activities release many types of contaminants, such as trace metals, in the

environment. For recent decades, numerous studies investigated their behavior, particularly in the

dissolved phase. The transfer of contaminants adsorbed on the particulate phase received less

attention although particulate matter also plays a key role in their propagation. One first difficulty

is the variability of adsorption and releasing processes driven by both water physico-chemical

conditions and contaminants properties. Secondly, there are different compartments in

particulate phases, e.g. bed-load sediments and suspended particles, and the proportion of these

two worlds is highly variable according to climate conditions (temperature, rainfall) and stream

(hydro)geomorphological characteristics. In this context, our study investigates trace metal

dynamics (Pb, Zn, Cu) in bed-load sediments and suspended particles from a small tributary of the

Loire River, the Egoutier stream (Loiret, France). High spatial and temporal sampling frequency of

the two fractions allowed to understand the patterns of trace metals transfer. Trends of trace

metals contents observed in the particulate phase correspond to those in the dissolved one,

except for Pb, the most insoluble compound. Contaminants concentrations and behaviors are

driven both by trace metals order of solubility in bed-load sediments and suspended particles, and

by external factors such as meteorological conditions, stream geochemistry and geomorphology.

Besides, they are mostly adsorbed on iron and manganese oxides from suspended particles and

on organic compounds from the bed-load sediments. Their temporal dynamics are controlled by

seasons variabilities, notably rain amounts and humid periods, whereas their spatial distribution

essentially reflects stream geomorphology, notably by the presence of a small pond creating a

disconnection between the upstream and the downstream part of the watercourse and therefore

two different patterns of transfert. Upstream, bed-load sediments contamination presents large

fluctuations regulated by anthropogenic releases during dry periods and organic supplies during

the humid ones, whereas homogeneous levels were observed downstream. In the suspended

particles fraction, upstream higher contents are only correlated to humid periods, where more

oxides are transported, while downstream transport is amplified by higher rain amounts.
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